Digital images

Photos app
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The Photos app is a
new Universal Windows
App in Windows 10.
It was upgraded in the
Fall Creators Update to
include Video “Creations”.

The Photos app provides links to the photo collection on your
PC, as well as your photos on OneDrive, plus any other connected
PCs and devices. As with the People app, which can amalgamate
all your contacts from a variety of sources, the Photos app does
the same with all your pictures. So, while they may be scattered
around on various websites, computers, portable drives, etc, the
app pulls them all together so they can be quickly accessed.
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Click the Photos item on the Start menu to launch it
displaying Collection view – grouping photos by month

The default view of the
Photos app displays your
collection of images
grouped by month.

You can also choose
Creations to create
your own Albums of
related photos or to
create and edit Video
projects.
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Click Creations to view Albums and Video projects
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To discover the source locations from where the Photos
app is gathering your images, click Folders
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Choose a source location to explore the folders there. For
example, choose your OneDrive source

…cont’d

Only local folders will be
presented if you have
not enabled OneDrive.
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Next, select a folder to explore the images it contains
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Now, select a photo to view, then click the ... (ellipsis)
button and choose File info from the menu to see details

Notice that photo
options appear on the
toolbar in this view –
select Rotate to switch
between portrait and
landscape orientation.
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Notice that folder
options appear on the
toolbar in this view –
select Slideshow to
view each photo within
the folder in turn.

Digital images

Import photos

Pictures can easily be imported into Windows 10 from different
types of device, using the Photos app:

If you import two or
more picture folders, the
folders themselves will
not be imported – just
the pictures. These will
be “lumped together”
and placed in the
Pictures library.
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Connect the device containing the pictures to your
computer

2

Launch the Photos app from the Start menu, then click
the Import button at the top-right of the window

l

Select the items to be imported by checking the box on
each thumbnail, then click the Continue button

l

Choose how to organize the items and whether to delete
them from the connected device, then click Import
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If you first see a list of
devices connected to
your computer, you will
need to select the one
that contains the pictures
to be imported.

By default, images will
be imported into the
Pictures folder on your
OneDrive so they will be
instantly accessible across
all your devices.

4

…cont’d
Import with Windows

Windows AutoPlay offers another method of importing pictures
to a computer.
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Windows AutoPlay will open at
the top-right of the screen and
ask what you want to do with the
device. Click the option to Import
photos and videos

3

This opens the Photos app, asking you
to choose a device – the camera
is selected in this example

4

Next, you are asked to select
items to import, or simply
click Continue to import all

5

Now choose where
to place the imports,
how to organize them,
and whether to delete
the originals from the
camera – then click the
Import button

l
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Go to Settings, Devices,
AutoPlay to choose
options for how the
AutoPlay feature will
respond when devices
get connected to the PC.

The Import process will
tell you when there is
nothing to transfer.

The pictures are imported and saved in the chosen folder

The next time that you
import from this device,
Windows will only select
new items.
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Connect a device to the PC,
such as a camera fitted with a
memory card, then click the
notification banner which appears near the System Tray

